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Fig. 1. Each user of TI (Transitional Interface) can seamlessly from the physical to the virtual world, interacting with digital or physical
versions (or Doppelgangers) of objects and people in between (bottom of the figure). Adding users fosters collaboration (interacting
with others and with objects) and complexifies collaboration (multiplication of users navigating on TIs continuum themselves, top of
the figure). In multi-users TIs, at any time, any user can have a different version of the objects (than the other users), and interact with
different version of the other users. For x object and n users, n*x objects Doppelgangers can coexist with n*n users Doppelgangers.
Transitional interfaces (TIs) raised well known challenges: management of transitions, and inter-compatibility of the implied interactive
environments. We focus on another challenge, as TIs exist specifically for collaborative purpose, while multiplying virtual and physical
versions of people, objects and places. We highlight in this work how versioning in TIs (called Dopplegangers) can be diverse, and
theoretically affect collaboration. In particular, direct (agent-agent or person-person) and indirect (agent-artifact or person-object)
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collaborations involve simultaneously the digital and physical versions of people and objects co-existing in TIs. We end our work by
proposing a short opening on museum and heritage use case.
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INTRODUCTION

Unifying interaction and smoothing transitions over interactive paradigms, Transitional interfaces (TIs) [3] enable
users to (1) move seamlessly along the mixed-reality (MR) continuum through multiple MR devices [14] and (2) to
collaborate on the same tasks at the same time, at the same place from different points of view and contexts. Identified
challenges on TIs are often two-fold: interactional, i.e. thinking seamless transitions from the beginning to the end
[10]; and technical, i.e. aligning and coupling the interactive environments all together seamlessly (consistency, latency,
interfaces etc.)[6]. Stepping through a looking glass, we initiate a reflection about another challenge in multi-users
TIs: the multiplicity of the versions of objects and users across the devices and views. Indeed, TIs implies co-existing
versions of objects, of environments, of rules and of people. It mechanically complexifies collaboration. This challenge
is even more obvious considering that collaboration is oriented about the who and the direct collaborations (people,
awareness about co-users, talking), the what and the indirect collaborations (objects, feedthrough of the actions, activity
and behavioral rules), and the where (environment, shared references in the environment) [5, 10]. In 2021, it is quite
mainstream to collaborate remotely on the shared digital files. In cloud-like approaches, users are working on the same
version of a shared and synchronized file over the network. In Github-like approaches, each person works on a local
version before merging it, while the remote users synchronize the files on demand and solve conflict explicitly. In this
simple example, the way of sharing a single virtual file may modify the collaboration. However, as shown in [19], the
digitization in TIs is not limited to virtual files. This work proposes six steps on a MR and TIs continuum, including
digitization of object, but digitization of environment and of the users too. TIs continuum move along [19]: (1) full
physical world, the users manipulate real objects, (2) superficial augmentation of objects, with digital modification of
the appearance of real objects, (3) augmentation of object with information by adding digital information mid-air, (4)
virtual duplication of objects, to relax some constraints of the real world and allow new manipulations (e.g. a digital twin
may change scale, no weight, etc.), (5) virtual body, to decouple the user from real world constraints (e.g. changing of
scale or flying), and (6) fully virtual world. This model shows the usage of objects/users digitization: relaxing real world
constraints and augmentation. However, in a multi-users case, each user may be at a different step on this continuum.
The user work on any version of an object with any versions of co-users (physical, augmented, or virtual), see fig. 1.
We expose in the next section how digital and physical versions of objects can co-exist, followed by a reflection on
multi-users dimension. The reader can find in appendix illustrations of the cited systems.
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DIVERSITY OF DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL OBJECTS IN HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION

In order to explore the challenges raised by collaboration on a same object on physical and digital version, as it will
exist in TIs, we present in this part the existing diversity of digital and physical counterparts of objects in HCI field.
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Digital copy of real objects. As presented in [19], real objects can be entirely copied in a digital version manipulated
remotely or digitally. For instance, heritage places and objects can be visualized while preserving the original version.
The digital version is also a past snapshot of objects and places [23], usable to visit "past versions" of places.
Physical copy of digital objects. Conversely, digitally designed objects can be embodied in tangible objects. (3D)
printers create physical copies of digital files. Over printing, 3D pixels (called voxels) can recreate a 3D physical shape
from a file, as explore by Tangible Users Interfaces (TUI). Just like pixels, voxels can "display" a 3D digital object [11].
Hybrid objects. However, digital (respectively physical) objects are not limited to play the role of copies of physical
(resp. digital) objects. Some objects have a physical static part and a modifiable digital part. Spatial Augmented reality
modifies objects’ surface appearance thanks to projection, but does not affect their shapes [19]. DesignAR system [18]
digitally expands a physical screen. Here, see-through information can be displayed outside of the physical limit of
the screen, and a stereoscopic view superimposes the 2D representation of 3D objects on the screen [18]. Continuous
Tangible User Interfaces are also a combination of digital and physical elements [12]. The specificity of such a hybrid
object is the simultaneous consistency between the digital and the physical part of the object : modifying the physical
part of the object changes the digital counterpart, and vice versa. For instance, the inFORM system [7] scans users and
objects with a kinect before reconstructing it in relief remotely in real time on a 3D surface. This can be applied to
creation and design of objects. The ROMA system [16] offers to use movement to create digital objects (3D model) at
specific places in the environment. The digital (3D file displayed in see-through) and the physical parts (3D printed
mesh) are simultaneously created and are co-located. Finally, a hybrid object can exist without duplication purpose. For
instance, a teleportation equivalence proposed in [15]. The object to teleport is digitized slice by slice in a destructive
scanner. The digitized slice, just destroyed locally, only exists to be reconstructed remotely with 3D printing. Any part
of the object exists in one version: first physical-locally, then sent digitally, to be physically-remotely printed.

3

MULTI-USERS TRANSITIONAL INTERFACES

As seen before, any user can be at any stage on TIs continuum: from a position in the real world to a new scale of
the virtual world [19]. We present here how co-users can be perceptible for each other in different versions, and how,
combined with version of objects, TIs create opportunities and challenges for collaboration.
Awareness of self and of others. In TIs the virtual self is represented with avatars, controllers, virtual hands and
body [19]. Sometimes, the real body is displayed for awareness while the user is using an avatar (ex: seeing our self 3D
scanned body from our virtual location [20]) or to observe the self inner state (e.g. physiological measures [8, 9]. In
addition, avatars enable us to be aware of others’ actions and perspective when sharing environment in TIs [3, 20].
The co-users interact at specific positions and scales, and are represented as such. Virtual body allows to decouple it
from the real one for outfit, gender, or size as well. It can be by personal choice (self design of avatar), or others’ choice,
possibly to enhance interaction (accessibility, preferences, displaying names).
Avatars as version of self changing the interaction with others. Avatars influence interaction with others over
shared awareness. Appearance of avatars may impact social behavior by communicating social cues. Even the self-user
may change the way to interact with others depending on his/her own avatar (e.g. Proteus effect) [24]. Customization of
others’ avatars can also be directly applied for accessibility or work efficiency, from slowing down voice and changing
pitch, to adapting the contrast, or displaying the name and function of the co-users we met [22]. However, all these
possible versions of users open the question of consistency in the scope of the transitions (real self / virtual avatar,
users not meeting the same version of an avatar) and of the control and ownership of the self-representation in TIs.
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Doppelgangers. In TIs, different versions and counter parts of places and objects are seen and sent through the
system digitally. We call the versions of the same entities Doppelgangers. We identified Doppelgangers that are copies,
i.e created from a model : digital copies (of a physical model or of a digital model), physical copies (of a digital model
or of a digital copy of a physical model). We also identified hybrid Doppelgangers, where the physical and the digital
parts evolve simultaneously: hybrid objects, and avatars. In multi-user context, the seamless movement along the TIs
continuum for each user implies the multiplication of Doppelgangers (fig. 1).
Opportunities for TIs. Dopplegangers multiply the direct and indirect collaboration through shared awareness
about others and their activities [1]. As identified through the earlier examples, the Doppelgangers offer (a) remote
collaboration and awareness of remote and local people and objects (b) accessibility (customized and augmented
Doppelgangers), (c) independent or dependent local perspective or work on Doppelgangers, (d) creating a virtual
time-machine with snapshot of past doppelgangers.
Challenges for TIs The versioning of avatars, objects and environments results in a lot of Dopplegangers existing
and disappearing depending on the co-users navigation on the TIs continuum. Users should be able to identify a single
object from its different Doppelgangers. All the Doppelgangers may not be at the same level of realism with a possible
impact on social interaction [21]. As identified in the earlier examples, challenges around Doppelgangers include (i)
consistency and how the modification of one Doppelganger will impact the related Doppelgangers (ii) the ownership
of the Doppelgangers and modification rights, including self-avatars and created objects, (iii) the multiplication of
interactions depending on the Doppelganger and the medium. We add the following ones: (iv) users’ awareness regarding
privacy, access, reading and writing rights, or laws, (v) shared norms such as accepted behavior, (vi) dark patterns such
as destroying collaborative work or trolling, (viii) difference of technological access across the users.
The open question of norms. Users modify their behaviors between virtual and real worlds, as they tend to have
online and offline identities and behaviors [17]. The border between virtual and real is not well defined in TIs, leading
to some specific additional questions. First, will the norms be similar or different depending on on-line or off-line
identities with smooth transitions between them ? Second, will the norms be similar or different depending on the
private or shared physical and digital places with a smooth transition between them ? Then, will some conventional
ways of interacting appear to depend on the modalities with smooth transitions between them ?
Proposed applicative field: museums and heritage. In heritage domain and in museums, collaborating on different
versions of the studied objects is not new, as researchers and experts are working on physical and digital and MR copies
of cultural and archaeological artifacts [13]. Historical studies can be distributed to people thanks to copies: visits,
crowd-sourcing, translating documents, measuring, working of fragile elements. Even educational and playful activities
propose to copy objects, and museum visits can be digital or partially digital or done from a copy of places[2]. While
copies play an important role in heritage, they are not considered as equivalent to the originals in physical context (e.g.
memorial experience is related to sensitive experience) [4]. Visitors still come to museum to see the original paintings.
Thus, it is unclear how digital or partially digital visits can foster or hinder collaboration in group visits, with guides
and with locals, as these elements do not seem included in on-line or virtual visits. Finally, strong normative rules
define how to behave museums and heritage places, that may not be necessary in digital visits (silence, not touching
or breaking objects). Therefore, the existing digital counterparts of museum activities, the use of Doppelgangers of
objects, and the norms make us believe that heritage is an interesting case study for multi-user TIs, and is consitent
with perspectives identified in the literature [13].
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APPENDIX 1: ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE CITED WORKS

Fig. 2. One reality conceptual framework, exploring continuum in TIs. from [19]

Fig. 3. Illustration of digital copy of a cave churches (cloud point) and of a virtual visit in order to bring impossible place to the public.
from [23]
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Fig. 4. Illustration of voxels principles. from [11]

Fig. 5. Illustration of spatial augmented reality in TIs. On the left, a user modify a virtual object in virtual reality. On the right, the
real object appearance is visually modified by projection. from [20]
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Fig. 6. Illustration of designAR. The 2D model on the screen (left) is extended as a 3D equivalent (right). Mid-air information extends
the screen. from [18]

Fig. 7. Illustration of inFORM. On the left, the system design where the volume filmed with kinect depth camera is rendered on a
pine table. On the left, an illustration of a remote person with his hands tracked and display in volume on the pin table. This "remote
body" enables the user to move a remote ball. from [7] and the youtube presentation video https://youtu.be/lvtfD_rJ2hE
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Fig. 8. Illustration of ROMA. The user create a digital object located in the real world and displayed by see-through AR. The digital
part is superimposed by a 3D printed mesh. from [16]
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Fig. 9. Illustration of a destructive teleportation concept. from [15]
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Fig. 10. Illustration of displaying the real self when being in virtual world. from [20]
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Fig. 11. Illustration of displaying the self inner state in a tangible avatar augmented with spatial augmented reality. from [8]
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Fig. 12. Illustration an avatar in a virtual world (left), visible from the augmented reality perspective. from [3]
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